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MASTERING YOUR TIME SHARE-INDEX

A) What is the Goal of the “MASTERING YOUR TIME SHARE” BOOK?
To explain, explore options, and to help educate time share owners to better understand and
maximize their time share assets in today’s complex maze of time share rules.
B) Glossary of Time Share Terms
Standard and Non-Standard Terms used in this book.

Chapter One-What is the Purpose of Time Share?
Why Own A Time Share?
Health of the average US male/female
Why Time Outs Matter
Can a Time Share fill other Needs in your personal or business life?
Is owning a Time Share an Asset or Liability?
What is a Time Share-Discuss the Legal Structure
What to look for in a Company to manage the future of Time Share
Fractional Ownership versus traditional Time Share
Fractional Ownership via Deeded Title

Chapter Two-Analyzing the Time Share Re-Sale Market
Addressing the Time Share Re-Sale Problem
Perfecting the Time Share Market and Re-Sale Process
The need for an Electronic Marketplace
Needed Indexes to create a live streaming marketplace
Discussion of the Rental Rate/Cost Ratio-The RRC Ratio
Discussion of the Payback Indicator
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Why the Time Share of the future needs a better exit plan

Chapter Three -Evaluation of Time Share as a form of Real Estate Ownership
Discussion of Time Share as a Form of Real Estate Ownership
When does Time Share make Sense?
Where do I want to go over the next twenty years?
Where am likely to go only once or twice?
Do I enjoy the style of buildings and the amenities that are in my package?
Is the plan flexible if I need to cancel my travel plans?
Does the plan come with a hotel partner-If so, what are the trading options and benefits?
What are my out of network trading options and trading values?
Does the Brand come with a loyalty or discount program?
Has the operator stopped innovating or has the plan stopped growing?
Can I prepay my Time Share loan off without a pre-payment fee?
What are the rental prospects if I need to rent my villa?
How hard is it to trade my time share?
What else can I do with my Time Share?
When doe’s Time Share not make Sense?

Chapter Four-How Foreign Ownership will help Drive the US Time Share Market
Why the Global economy will help fuel the US Time Share Market
Why foreigners will understand next-generation time share faster than their US counterpart
Many traditional Hawaiian Islands have traditionally supported High Rise Construction
Why the Time Share Market will soon split into Micro Markets
Why European Travel Matters-Still the World’s top travel Market-
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Chapter Five-The RRC Ratio and Payback Indicator-How to Calculate your Time Share Value
The Gold Standard for Time Share Calcualtions-The RRC Ratio
Calculating the Rental Rate Ratio (RRC) on Extended Night Stays
Calculating the RRC and the Payback Indicator
A Multiple Weeks Owner-How to Calculate a Portfoilio RRC Ratio
The Portfoilio RRC Ratio-Conclusion
What does it mean if your RRC is trending up?
What does it mean if your RRC is trending down?
Understanding the RRC Opportunity Cost Model
What is my Time Share Worth?
Why do Time Shares seem to be discounted on the Secondary Market?

Chapter Six-Should Business’s Own Time Shares?
Should a Company or Business buy a Time Share?
The Math side of the Decision
The Villa versus Hotel Room Shoot-Out- Which cost more?
The Hotel versus Time Share ROI Analysis
What are the Time Share benefits to a Firm?

Chapter Seven-How Gen X, Boomers, and Millennials will change Time Share
The Time Share Appraisal Delema
United States Aging Statistics and the relationship to future housing as of 2015
The new Millennial Time Share Model-The perfect fir to time share housing
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Chapter Eight-What does the ideal Time Share Portfoilio Look Like?
Exploring the Time Share Allocation Model
Basic Types of Time Share Weeks
Get a Work Horse Week or Two
Buy a Foreclosure Week
Purchasing a Secondary Market Time Share
A Fixed Week and Fixed Location-The Rolls Royce of Time Shares
The Lock-Off Week
Own A Prime Holiday Week
Buy A Maintenance Fee Week
Portfoilio Conclusion

Chapter Nine- Fourteen Clues that your Time Share Company will be around in 20 years
Land Acquisitions-History and Process
Mastering the Entitlement Process
Real Estate Development
Hospitality Alliances
Marketing and Sales
Food and Beverage
Computer Infrastructure and Networking
A Simple One Week Reservation-What that means for a global network
Human Resources
Supply Chain Management
Web Site Development and Technology Management
Ability to Innovate and Lead
Public Access to the Capital Markets
A Large and Existing Hotel/Resort Footprint
Maintenance Fee Management
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Chapter Ten-The Time Share Maintenance Fee Debate
Why Time Share costs are lower than you think
When Time Share Maintenance Fee’s are NOT the same
How to reverse engineer your Maintence Fee
Time Share is heavily regulated
The Time Share Maintenance FeeA balanced approach to managing your Maintenance Fee

Chapter Eleven-Time Share and Retirement- Can my Timeshare really act as a 401 (V)-

Can a Time Share really be a 401 (V)?
Can the IRS help pay for my Timeshare?
Can I use my Retirement Account to purchase or pay off my Time Share?
The IRA Account and Timeshare
The Roth Account and Timeshare
The 401(K) and Timeshare

Chapter-Twelve-Understanding the Tax Benefts of Time Shares
Understanding the Tax Advantages of Time Shares
Tax Deductions on Time Shares used as Gifts or a Donation
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Chapter Thirteen-Analysis and Review of the Top Global Time Share Company’s

Analysis of some of the Larger Time Share Company’s, Size of Global Market, North America,
United States.
Diamond Resorts-A Summary Digest
Disney Vacations-A Summary Digest
Hilton-A Summary Digest
Holiday Inn-A Summary Digest
Marriott Vacation Club-A Summary Digest
Interval International-A Summary Digest
Wyndham International-A Summary Digest

Chapter Fourteen-Time Share Checklist-What to look for if you are buying a Time Share
Understanding your Cost Per Point or Week
Confirm the Form of Ownership
Confirm your Reservation Priority
Maintenance Fee’s-Rate of Increase(s)
The Vacation Club-Board of Director(s)
The Vacation Club-Property Portfoilio
Undertanding your Operator’s Pyramid Reservation StackYour Return on Investment through the Payback Indicator
Renting Your Villa
New Product Pipeline
The CEO/Chairman of your Vacation Club
Know your Operator’s Balance Sheet
The New Stay-Cation Model-What is it?
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Chapter Fifthteen-Luxury Beachfront Resort versus Luxury Beachfront TimeShare
Analysis of a Westcoast Beachfront Time Share versus a Beachfront Time Share
Cost Savings in a Beachfront Time Share versus a Beachfront Home
Excel Spreadsheet Analysis-Beachfront Time Share versus Home

Chapter Sixteen-Understanding the Time Share Sales Process and Rationale
The Time Share Sales Process-The Same Day Close Rationale
The Free Gift Shoot-Out
Time Share-A Commission Based Industry
The Best Way to handle a Time Share Tour-Be Honest

Chapter Seventeen-Understanding Time Share Software Rules
Understanding Time Share Software Rules-Why this is important
Networked Computerized Reservation Systems
Different Stroke for Different Folks
Understanding Booking Software Intelligence
A random look at 450 open villas and how a Large Resort might book your reservation
The Internet versus Phone Reservation-Are they really the same thing?
Different Software Applications have different handoffs and connection abilities

Chapter Eighteen-Buying a Time Share on the Secondary Market
Buying a Time Share on the Secondary Market-Backdoor Genious or Caveat Emptor
Why your Time Share profile changes on the Secondary Market
It is all about that basis-Recalculating your Payback Indicator using the Secondary Market
The Notion of living in a Time Share full time versus cost of home ownership
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Chapter Nineteen-How do I Sell my Timeshare?
How Do I sell my Time Share?
The Time Share Seller’s Checklist
Contact your Developer or current Operator
Contact your HOA President
Understanding Concepts with Transfer Taxes-Do you have them?
Checking for past or pending assessments
Research your market before you sell your Time Share
Selling your Time Share-The Marketing Plan
Calculating your Sales Price
Understanding your selling Options-Why there is little motivation from others
The Need for expansion of the time share electronic market
Finding the Best Time Share Broker
Your Time Share value may compare to last sale in your building-How to dodge the pitfalls
Get aggressive and sell your time share with a rental in place
The time share creative Sale-Trade, Note, Rental Split, Tax Donation
The Art of the Trade
Time Share-Broker and Listing Do’s and Don’ts
Be your own local agent
Reverse Engineer how your time share is used to find the buyer
The Proper Way to Send a Time Share blast to family and friends
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Chapter Twenty-How to Rent and How Not to Rent a Time Share
Can I really rent my time share and make money?
What are the economic realities of time share rentals
Category One-Luxury to Top Tier Time Shares
Category Two-Secondary Level Time Shares
Category Three-Mid-Level to the Top 75% of Time Shares
Category Four-Economy Priced Time Shares-The Bottom 25%.
How do I rent my Time Share?
How to Increase traffic to your Time Share Sales Effort.
Going against the Herd.
Event Driven or Seasonal Demand-Which is it and why it matters.
Your Advertisment needs to be complete.
The advertisement needs to read like you are there.
Understand when the Market is not there.
How NOT to rent your time share.
Can Renting a Time Share be a business?
How can I position my rental for maximum gain?
Knowledge is Power-The Time Share Matrix
Packaging Your Time Share Rental for Success
Focus on the core strengths

Chapter Twenty- One-The Time Share Beachfront Index-A Time Share/Condo/Home
Comparison
Cost to occupy a Time Share, Home, or Condo for one year at the Beach.
The Beachfront Index-Results
The Gold versus Silver Analysis-When does one price create a bargain in the other.
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Chapter Twenty-Two-The Next Generation Time Share Model-Time Share Village
The Next Generation Time Share Model-A New Time Share Village Concept
The Next Time Share Model-Long Term Guanranteed Stays
Next Generation Design Footprints
Who is going to build these projects?
The New Time Share Village Concept
A Sample of Time Share Village Amenities
The Assisted Living and Nursing Home Pod
The Time Share Assisted Living Model
Why Owners and Families will spend $350,000 plus on Retirement Time Share
Why the Retirement Market will help create a Time Share Revolution
The New “Points Based” Retirement Model

Chapter Twenty Three-Time Share Own Versus Rent-An Evaluative 45 year shoot out.
A 45 Year Evaluative Shoot Out-A Time Share Rent versus Own Comparison
Assumptions Used
The Rent versus Own Results

Chapter Twenty Four-The Ultra Luxury Time Share MarketIs the Discounted Luxury Life for me?
What does New York, Florida, Texas and California have in Common?
What does a $5M to $15M Vacation Home cost to operate?
How could I re-deploy the Family vacation assets?
Can I get the same Vacation experience in a Luxury Time Share?
Spend $250,000 to $350,000 one-time and live like a multi millionaire with Time Share
Making Time Share more permanent in your life
Re-Allocating the family wealth vacation model in the coming decade
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The Future of Luxury Time Share
Chapter Twenty Five-Understanding the Time Share & Resort Booking ProcessLet’s talk about your grocery card-What it says about you
How products get packaged together
Common Sense Rules
Learn your Time Share Scheduling Stack
Dissecting the Resort Inventory Ratio
The Blind Computer Booking-How I landed a $23,000 Suite
The Human Approval Rationale
How to Combine Time Share Tours to lower your vacation costs.
Does Cross Marketing hotels and time shares help or hurt the time share customer
Obtaining a Higher Reservation Priority
Why Web Hits Matter
Hit the Luxury Button
Understanding Airfare software when booking for your family
Car Rental Software-Do’s and Do Not’s
Know what your real Car Rental Software Covers
The Cruise Ship-Bookings Tips
Ask for the Moon-It just might be on Sale

Chapter Twenty Six-Time Share Travel Tricks, Strategies, and TipsTime Share tricks, strategies, and helpful hints for better results
Free Ship to your Villa
The Coffee Card
The Rolling closet for early departures
Don’t forget the Artwork
Promotional Offers-How can existing Owners can benefit
Be sure and bring your dirty clothes
Advance Reservations before you travel
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The music matters
The Family Photo Wall
Time Share Portfoilio Rotation
Increasing your RRC Ratio
Walmert and Rubbermaid-A Perfect combination
Free Shipping to your villa
The top Sixteen Spices for Life
The Top Ten Time Share Complaints and Solution Guidance

Chapter Twenty-Seven-The Art of the Time Share LIfe
The Art of Life-Find your Van De Plaus
The $100,000 Rolls Royce Tale-How I drove this car in college
The Time Share Creed-Summary Conclusion

INTRODUCING THE NEW VAGABON TRAVEL BAG-NEW 2018 PRODUCT

Please visit our web site, www.masteringyourtimeshare.com for more information on the
vagabon travel bag.
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Forward

Purpose of “Mastering Your Time Share”-Welcome to one of the first comprehensive books written
about modern time shares. Since you have purchased this book it is likely you have had a positive or
negative time share experience or are just thinking about acquiring or selling a time share. This book
was written to help navigate through what is becoming an increasingly difficult maze of options, plans,
membership levels, and ownership choices, all with a variety of transfer rights and restrictions that not
only vary within the industry but also within single company’s.
Our objective in this book is to explore the pro’s and con’s of Time Shares as a vacation option,
as a business option, and as an investment decision, to determine whether or not it makes sense for you
or your family. We will look at how time share can lower your cost of travel and even lower the cost of
your retirement.
Based on 25 years of observation, I can make a strong case that Time Share experiences and
opinions run the gamut from “The worst investment I ever made” or “One of the best decisions I ever
made for my family”. The answer lies in understanding the vast knowledge and choices that now make
up the time share industry. Moreover, its rules, perks and fine print allow consumers to create very
different products experiences. This book was written to help you find and identify whether the newest
and fastest growing new time share models are meant for you. The right plan can provide invaluable
memories for you and your family for generations to come. The wrong plan can leave you emotionally
drained and desperate to stop what feels like a dream gone bad that seems to just bleed your cash. We
will also discuss the many strategies that can be used to land that special reservation you want.
We will also look into what is needed for the time share industry to create a next generation model for
consumers, what are the issues, and how can they be solved. A small portion of this book is therefore
dedicated to some industry challenges. We believe these obstacles will get addressed because the time
share industry has proven it can innovate, create, and deliver new products and solutions to consumers.
We will explore the pieces that are already in place and those that should come into play over the next
ten years.
We will also help unwind many of the important questions and concerns that tend to revolve around
time share like maintenance fees and priority reservations. We will begin by exploring how software
now plays a vital role in your time share success and redirect your thinking into a computer prospective.
We will also take a look at the size of the time share market and how different company’s serve
different portions of the industry both globally and in North America. The time share industry is widely
acknowledged to have originated in the 1960’s from a developer named Paul Doumier, who first saw the
potential in shared ownership by organizing a pooled investment plan to build a small ski project in the
French Alps. We will trace the evolution of this first time share idea all the way into today’s fast moving
“Points-Based” model that now covers everything from room charges, boating, cruises, luxury homes,
VIP event Tickets, villa’s, airfares, hotel’s, and exotic tours. We will reveal not so obvious formula’s for
getting luxury trips for a fraction of their usual cost.
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We have also developed some tools to help evaluate whether or not your time share is serving your
needs and what are the options if it is not. We have provided different models for ascertaining what
your time share might be worth, how its value should be calculated and what are some of the pitfalls
and solutions available to you.
Today’s Time Share model is really just a real estate derivative that can allow the owner to benefit in
many cases by staying in multi-million-dollar property’s every year, and pay only a small portion of the
real cost of annual ownership. Experiences can and do vary widely. Customers owning times shares from
the same company can pay 2-3 times more to use their time share than other members even within the
same company, depending on how the rules are used. We will uncover the keys to staying in some of
best properties in the world and then evaluate the actual cost of ownership.
Time Share like vacations themselves are not priced evenly, and two similar time share
properties in the same location used at the same time can cost 8-10 times as much as each other under
different pricing models offered by the industry. The key is to understand local markets and weigh them
carefully against what has become several different business models designed to achieve the same
thing, a great vacation booked at the resort you want, when you want it, and at the right price point.
You will discover as you may have expected, that not every time share will have the same
present or future value. In fact, our research shows that different answers may apply as to whether a
time share decision to own produces positive economic value and to what degree. It is logical the same
time share located in the same building should offer very similar investment profiles, but because of a
complicated maze of rules, actual results for cost of ownerships can and does vary widely because of
overriding factors related to booking processes, time of year, software hierarchies, and shifting
marketing benefits and demands. We will unravel this maze and break these rules into simple formulas
to help understand and maximize your current and future time share experience.
We will also look at Time Share as part of your Retirement Plan and analyze what are your future living
and travel goals for retirement. One of my favorite reasons for buying time share was not for the
vacation, it was for work. I used my stays at luxuary villa’s to often entertain my clients, write important
business plans, and find a way to organize many needed “time outs” in the middle of what was and
continues to be a busy professional life.
We will also examine what is going on in the growing luxury time share market. How can a family use
the luxury time share market to replace or compliment their existing vacation portfoilio? What are the
cost benefits? The answers may surprise you and provide a whole new way to balance high value family
real estate assets used for vacations. We will discuss strategies to dramatically reduce your family
vacation cost while still maintaining your desired vacation life style year end and year out at some of the
world’s most luxurious villa’s and homes.
Finally, we will address the future of time share, what do the tealeaves suggest is about to happen, how
will future retirements use time share, and where will the market(s) head. We believe the time share
industry has a lot more to run before the industry slows down. We predict three new trends that will
greatly impact the future of time share.
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The Time Share business is now impacting over 60M baby boomers who start to retire in 2017 at
the rate of 75,000 people per week for the next 19 years. The housing and time share industry will then
face over 92 million millennials heading into their peak earning years wthout our goal of “owning a
home” in many cases. We predict our housing models will need to shift over the next 20 years with an
increased focus on retirement and millienial housing forcing the industry to address what does
temporary housing mean and can the time share industry address this shift? Lastly how can time share
help address our retirement population needs since 75% of Americans are unprepared to retire? We will
analyze these issues and propose how and why certain inevitable changes will also likely drive changes
in the time share industry.
We believe since time share is a proven model, dramatic new housing products will emerge
over the next 20 years under the time share banner. Time Share has actually set the stage for significant
change with not only vacationers, but also with Millininials and Retiree’s whose housing needs of the
future are more aligned with shorter term housing. While the thirty year mortgage may never go away,
the time has come where living in any one place for thirty years is all but over. Welcome to what will
likely become not only time shares for vacations, but also for retirement, business, and the new one
year time shares of tomorrow.
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